May 15, 2008

Citibank Volunteers Congratulated Veterans and Old People with Victory Day

Moscow. As Moscow was getting ready to celebrate Russia's Victory Day Citibank Volunteers paid a visit to its patronage centre for old people "Old Friends' Home" established by the Hope Worldwide foundation. It was an emotional visit for Citibank employees who congratulated lonely pensioners and war veterans with the forthcoming Victory Day. Citibankers helped to clean the premises before celebration activities and brought festive gift baskets to the elderly. Citibankers also helped to deliver presents to those people who had no ability to come to the centre. It wasn't the first time when "Old Friends' Home" welcomed volunteers from Citibank who are their regular visitors.

Tatiana Avramenko, Community Officer and Head of Volunteer Movement at Citibank said: "We are delighted that over 30 Citiabankers participated joined us on May 8 and more and more Citibankers join every year."